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1728 Grove St. 
Boulder - $675,000 

 
A charming 1900 cottage in 
central Boulder with 2 beds, 
1-bath and a 1-car garage. 

Exposed brick and oak 
floors. This is an irresistible 

Victorian character.  

1214-1216 Holly Ave. 
Longmont - $450,000 

 
Rare duplex investment 

property. 2-bed, 2-bath, 920 
sqft , on each side with 1-car 
garages. The 1214 side has 

just been completely  
remodeled.  

513 S. Bermont St 
Lafayette - $450,000 

 
An original owner 4-bed, 4-
bath 2-story, close to both 
Waneka Lake Park and old 
town Lafayette. Ready for 

the guiding hand of the next 
owner. 

3555 Bison Rd 
Boulder - $965,000 

 
Majestic vistas on 42 acres. 
An extraordinary and pre-
cious setting of peace and 

inspiration, close to Boulder, 
and a thousand miles away.  

Taxes Filed—Time to Chill? Not So Fast, Says IRS 
 The April 18 federal tax-filing deadline has come and gone. Your taxes are paid, and maybe you already have your refund 
in hand. Nothing to do now but sit back and chill for eight months or so, right? The Internal Revenue Service respectfully dis-
agrees. 
 Given recent changes in tax tables created by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, IRS officials are urging taxpayers to do 
a "paycheck checkup" and other double-checks, the better to avoid a possibly unpleasant surprise in early spring next year. 
 "The IRS is taking special steps to help taxpayers understand these tax law changes," said Acting IRS Commissioner 
David Kautter. "We encourage people to do a paycheck checkup to help make sure they're having the right amount of tax with-
held for their unique personal situation. To help with this, the IRS has added and updated a variety of tools and information to 
help taxpayers." 
 The IRS says taxpayers should start by determining how much money they want employers to withhold from their pay-
checks. That can be done on the "Withholding Calculator" link on www.irs.gov. Having too little tax withheld can mean a sur-
prisingly high tax bill next year, and with the average refund topping $2,800, the IRS said some taxpayers might prefer to have less 
tax withheld up front and receive more in their paychecks. 
 Taxpayers can use the calculator to estimate their 2018 income tax. It compares that estimate to the taxpayer's current tax 
withholding options. Some may wish to change their withholding with their employer. The IRS notes that it's helpful to have a 
completed 2017 tax return with you when you visit the website. 
 Taxpayers who need to adjust their withholding will need to submit a new Form W-4, also known as an Employee's 
Withholding Allowance Certificate, to their employer. If an employee needs to adjust withholding, doing so as quickly as possible 
means there's more time for tax withholding to take place evenly over the rest of the year. Waiting until later in the year means 
there are fewer pay periods to make the tax changes, which could have a bigger impact on each paycheck. 
 The IRS said the paycheck checkup is highly recommended for two-income families, people working two or more jobs, 
parents who claim credits such as the Child Tax Credit, people who itemized deductions in 2017 and those who received either 
large tax refunds or large tax bills in 2017. 
 The IRS also has launched a series of "tax reform tax tips" at www.irs.gov/newsroom/tax-reform. The periodic no-
tices offer tax changes and other information in plain language. 
 Still looking for your refund? Go to www.irs.gov/refunds, where multiple options are explained to check on your re-
fund status. 
 Finally, the IRS stressed that it never makes initial, unsolicited contact via email, text or social media on filing, payment or 
refund issues. The IRS initiates most contacts through regular mail. Any email that appears to be from the IRS about a refund or 
tax problem is likely a scam attempt. Don't give out any key personal information in an email. The IRS wants those suspicious 
emails forwarded to phishing@irs.gov. 

Source: The Sacramento Bee - Mark Glover 
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First 4 Months Trend Report 
   Market activity was white-hot through the first 4 months of the year, a much stronger start than I had anticipated. As 
a measure, compared to the first quarter of last year, the average sales price increased 21% in Boulder, 25% in Louis-
ville and 15% in Lafayette. Right on schedule, the numbers of homes on the market began to increase starting in the 
first week of March as sellers showed up. By the beginning of May the buyer frenzy has begun to moderate, but we’ll 
have to see if the “summer slump” follows its regular pattern. As this bull market in local home prices enters its 6th 
year, I think we can expect to continue to see unanticipated moves and surprise metrics. 
   In our Showing Appointments chart, top left, you can see the upward turn mid-May. Half of that rise was caused by a 
single listing that had 104 showings over 2 days. We’ll be watching that metric closely to see if this last weekend signals 
a change or if the showing activity continues its previous downward trajectory as seen in the previous 2 years. 
   Available Inventory levels, top right, have risen from a new all-time low we saw in the first quarter, but remain in the 
lower part of the red zone which we’re describing as our “new normal” inventory range. With the challenges for poten-
tial sellers moving up or down, rising interest rates making their existing mortgages very attractive, and the lack of any 
large-scale new construction in the county, this level will not rise significantly through the remainder of the year.  
   Percent of Homes Under Contract, below lower left, is a measure of market activity by area. This continues to show 
more strength in the more affordable markets while the City of Boulder and the Suburban Plains continue to lag to-
wards the bottom of the chart. Otherwise, activity in the individual cities in the county is closely tracking the numbers 
we saw in 2017. I expect to see some moderation through the middle of the summer with a “fall bounce” of increased 
activity in late Sept.- early Oct. An active market during the holiday season would signal continuing strength. 
   As we move into the time of the year where we see the number of listings on the market peak, we’ll be watching to 
see where that crest occurs and how it compares to the previous years. If this market follows the pattern we’ve seen 
over the last 4-5 years, as we move into summer, buyers can expect to have more negotiating power. As the year pro-
gresses that power will increase. 2018 may be the beginning of new market patterns and trends. We are in new territory. 
Rich in vast holdings of Open Space lands, there is no available land in Boulder County to build enough houses to ab-
sorb demand. With its concentration of oil and gas wells, buyers are not rushing to Erie as an alternative.  I’ll be closely 
following the pulse of the market to keep you informed as this market continues to evolve. 
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